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1. JIMMY CHOO. The ‘Aurelia’ sandal in

1.

4. MAX MARA. For the most special day

ivory satin is sophisticated in its simplistic

of your life, Max Mara recommends this

elegance. Crafted in Italy, this stunning

thin metal hair band with a gold finish,

design features an elegant, handmade satin

embellished with white enamel flowers

orchid embellishment. Leather lined with a

encrusted with small sparkling crystals in

leather sole, ‘Aurelia’ is finished with a leg-

the centre. The elastic detail on the back

lengthening 10cm heel. www.jimmychoo.com

guarantees a perfect fit. it.maxmara.com

2. TIFFANY & CO. The engagement ring

5. GIORGIO VISCONTI ‘Promessa’is the

and wedding bands are generally selected

name of this precious necklace in

at the same time: this pavé Tiffany Setting

white gold and diamonds from the Bridal

engagement ring in platinum with diamonds

collection, a line that also comprises a ring

is complimented by a Tiffany® Setting band

and earrings. An exquisite, sophisticated

ring in platinum with pavé diamonds.

piece of jewelry created by a brand that has

®

A brilliant display of the brand's masterful
craftsmanship. www.tiffany.com
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5.

transitioned from being a small goldsmith’s

2.

workshop to a well-established company

3. THE MERCHANT OF VENICE. A fragrance

which now collaborates with world-class

inspired by Venice's centuries-old trade with

designers. www.giorgiovisconti.it

the East, the ‘Rosa Moceniga’ eau de parfum

6. NATURA BISSÉ. Sophisticated elegance

seduces the senses with fresh lemon and the

and innovation are the hallmarks of this

tender essence of Moceniga Rose: a rare and

Spanish brand renowned for its highly

precious flower that came long ago from

innovative skincare products. The ‘Diamond

the plains of Central China and now grows

Collection’ is the most luxurious, exclusive

wild in the Venetian countryside.

jewel for your skin. A combination of

www.themerchantofvenice.com

exclusive active ingredients, including

W

4.

6.

Artemia Salina, which creates the
3.

edding

energy necessary to boost skin's cellular
metabolism. www.naturabisse.com

TAILOR-MADE WEDDINGS
For once in your life everything needs to be perfect. This explains
why, nowadays, more and more couples are hiring professional
wedding planners who will make their dreams come true. This is the
mission of Elisa Daidone. The owner of ‘For Once in Your Life’, Elisa
is a creative, enthusiastic wedding planner and a proud ambassador
of Made in Italy. Boasting a past as a PR at press offices in the
luxury fashion industry, Elisa later attended training courses with
some of the best-known wedding experts in Italy, resulting in her
decision to make her own dream come true: planning and creating
weddings and customized, unforgettable events, designed to thrill
the senses of all those participating. www.foronceinyourlife.com
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